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Alumni Corner
Fellow Alumni,
As we enter a new
academic year, I am
excited to share our
society’s progress. On
July 1st, The University
Alumni Association (UAA)
conferred upon us the
James Chan, MD
highest status attainable
for alumni societies, “Scarlet.” By reaching
this milestone we will receive additional UAA
support. We appreciate the efforts of those
who helped us to achieve this milestone in
our first year: members, Board of Governors
and key department staff. Scarlet Status was
attained because of the numerous events we
held over the past year, including: volunteering
medical support to the annual Arnold Sports
Exposition led by Brian Hiestand [2001];
provision of a CME lecture on LLSA offered
by Colin Kaide [1996]; and sponsorship of a
wellness dinner for the residents by Hannah
Hays [2011] We also held a family event at the
Columbus Zoo; volunteered for the annual
mock oral boards; and held a panel discussion
for residents on career pathways. Along with
your’s truly, panel participants included: Tamara
Halaweh [2015], Ashley Ivkovich [2016], David
Jones [1995], Jonathan Stevens [2013], and
Travis Ulmer [2007]. For this year, our goal is
to engage and support our members in their
careers. With the Department’s rapid growth
we think that this is a perfect time for alumni
to become reacquainted with the department
and its programs.
This fall, we will hold a tailgate/ football watch
party and an educational webinar. Please fill
us in about your recent accomplishments
and follow the Society through our website
(https://emergencymed.alumni.osu.edu/).
Wishing you safe travels this summer.
Sincerely,
James Chan, MD PhD RDMS FACEP
Residency Class of 2012
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Creagh Boulger [2011] Named
2017 College of Medicine
Professor of the Year

Creagh Boulger

The Professor of the Year award is the highest
teaching award given by Ohio State’s College of
Medicine. Each year, the graduating medical students
select a member of the faculty to receive this award.
The selection represents excellence in academic
medicine and is based on the significant impact the
faculty member has had on students’ professional
development. This Spring, The College of Medicine
Class of 2017 selected Dr. Creagh Boulger [2011] as
Professor of the Year.

Creagh was born and raised in Ohio and completed all of her education
here. She completed her Bachelor’s Degree at Case Western Reserve
University, her medical degree from Wright State University and her
residency here at OSU. While she resisted following her mother’s career
of 35 years in emergency medicine, she eventually accepted the fact that
she was cut out to be an emergency medicine physician. And as she told
the graduates, she has never looked back. Her message to the Class of
2017 was… “Medicine is a great calling, but it’s hard. In the end, you will
find that it is worth it, and you are needed. But remember this: To care
for others, you must first care for yourself.” She went on to highlight the
“Ten Commandments of Physician Wellness” by Edward Krall but left her
audience with this: “Ask for help, care for yourself and care for each other.
You are human. You are super! You are not super human.”

[ IMPORTANT DATES ]
Douglas A. Rund Emergency
Medicine Alumni Society Home
Football Tailgate
Date and Time TBD
Location

2017 ACEP Annual
Scientific Assembly
October 29 – Nov. 1, 2017
Walter E. Washington Convention
Center, Washington, DC

Ohio State College of Medicine
Alumni Weekend
October 6-8, 2017
Meiling Hall, Columbus, OH

OSU EM Alumni and Friends Dinner
and Reception
October 30, 2017
Location TBD

CHAIR’S DEPARTMENT UPDATES
By Dr. Mark Angelos

Thanks to the hard work of our current
faculty and administrators we had a very
successful recruitment season! As we approach the new
academic year of 2017-18, we are welcoming a number of
outstanding and accomplished residents, fellows and faculty.
Starting on July 1, we will have 13 new faculty joining us;
two laboratory researchers and 11 clinicians, of which 5 are
fellows. Here is a list of our new faculty and the institutions
from which they are arriving:
RESEARCH FACULTY
Muhammad Ashraf, PhD, University of Illinois
Huroyuki Hirai, PhD, University of Illinois
CLINICAL FACULTY
Farhad Aziz, MD, Graduate of University of Kentucky
Medical Education Fellowship
Lauren Branditz, MD, Graduate of our Ultrasound Fellowship
Thomas Culver, DO, Attending physician in San Antonio, Texas
Matt Malone, MD, Graduate of University of Michigan
residency program
Marlisa Mann, Graduate of our residency program
Jennifer Ye, DO, Graduate of Summa Akron City Hospital
Simulation Fellowship
Since all of our new fellows are in non-ACGME fellowships, they
receive faculty appointments and work clinically as attendings
at both OSU East and OSU Main Emergency Departments. For
all of our alumni, should you come across good potential fellow
candidates, please encourage them to contact us. We currently
offer fellowships in seven different areas of sub-specialization:
Administration, Global Health, EMS, Medical Education,
Oncology-Emergency Medicine, Research, and Ultrasound.
NEW FELLOWS
Phil Dixon, MD, MPH, University of Mississippi
(Administration Fellowship)
Jessica Everett, MD, Henry Ford Hospital
(Ultrasound Fellowship)
Irene Mynatt, DO, Hahnemann Drexel
(Ultrasound Fellowship)
Mike Purcel, MD, Chief Resident, Ohio State
(Oncology-EM Fellowship)
Chris San Miguel, MD, Chief Resident, Ohio State
(Medical Education Fellowship)
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2017 SOCIETY FOR ACADEMIC EMERGENCY MEDICINE
NATIONAL MEETING
The Ohio State Department of Emergency Medicine was
well represented at the 2017 SAEM Meeting held in Orlando
Florida. Department faculty and residents delivered 25
separate presentations. Our resident team competed very
well in SONOGames, an ultrasound competition. Team
OSU comprised of first year residents Krystin Miller, Daniel
Francescon and Carolyn Martinez competed well against
teams of 3rd and 4th year residents. The team advanced
to the Sweet 16 out of 64 teams, and went further in the
competition than any of our previous entries.
We also had a respectable showing from our resident’s entry
into the Quiz Bowl, an emergency medicine knowledge
competition. First year residents Chad Mayer and Joshua
Faucher teamed up with second year resident Chloe Sidley
and third year resident David Hartnett to compete against
formidable opponents from around the country.
We all gathered for great food and great fellowship during
the conference at a Department sponsored dinner at Emeril’s
Tchoup Chop Restaurant. In attendance were faculty and
staff, residents, medical students, and alumni.
Department Faculty elected into the Gold Humanism Society:
Each year, the College of Medicine’s Gold Humanism Honor
Society inducts two faculty members in to their organization.
Faculty are selected on the basis of their demonstration
of exemplary attitudes and behaviors characteristic of
humanistic physicians. These include integrity, excellence,
compassion, altruism, respect, empathy and service. This
year’s inductees were both faculty from our department:
Drs. Dan Martin and Creagh Boulger [2011].

Flashback!

Can you name
this class

?

Emergency Medicine Residency and Fellowship Programs
Graduate 15 Physicians in 2017
Congratulations are in order to the Class of 2017! Dr. Khandelwal
describes this class as exceptionally wonderful and talented.
“These residents were confronted with significant programmatic
changes during the course of their residency, which they
handled with grace and professionalism. The resilience and
strength these residents displayed throughout their tenure here
at OSU is testament to their character. They touched thousands
of lives during their residency, including those of patients, faculty
and staff. We are so proud to have them as part of our family.”
RESIDENCY GRADS

POST GRADUATE POSITION

Christopher Amick
George Ashby
Talitha Ashby
James Barton
Jason Bischof
Eric Davis
Samuel Dodson
Jonathan Goss
David Harris
Joanna Le Parc
Marlisa Mann
Monica Mikkilineni
Michael Purcell
Christopher San Miguel

Medical Associates, Indianapolis, IN
Wake Forest Baptist Health, Winston-Salem, NC
DeKalb Medical Center, Atlanta, GA
EMCare, Houston, TX
Research Fellowship, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC
Alaska Emergency Medicine Associates, Juneau, AK
CHI St. Luke’s Sugar Land Hospital, Sugar Land, TX
ApolloMD Emergency Medicine Physician Services
Bay Area Medical Center, Marinette, WI
Mount Carmel-St. Ann’s, Columbus, OH
Attending Physician, The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH
Questcare Partners, Dallas, TX
Oncology Fellowship, The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH
Medical Education Fellowship, The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH

Our OSU-EM Ultrasound Fellowship graduate Dr. Lauren Branditz will be joining the OSU-EM Faculty as Assistant Professor.

RESEARCH UPDATES
On May 3rd the
Department held its
14th annual Spring Research Day. This was
also the first annual Matthew and Melinda
Lashutka Keynote Address which was
presented by Dr. Thomas Aufderheide,
Professor and Associate Chair of Research
in the Department of Emergency Medicine
at the Medical College of Wisconsin.
Dr. Aufderheide is a national expert on
prehospital cardiac arrest, with an extensive
history of NIH funding. His contributions
include pioneering use of out of hospital
12-lead EKGs, decreasing excessive
ventilation rates after cardiac arrest, and
methods to improve hemodynamics during
CPR. Dr. Aufderheide provided a great look
forward to expected advances in cardiac
arrest care.

By Dr. Jeffrey Caterino

Spring Research Day was a great success
with 12 presentations selected from 25
submissions. Presenters included OSUEM
faculty and residents, Nationwide Children’s
Hospital faculty and fellows, OSU pharmacy,
and OSU College of Public Health/National
Registry of EMTs doctoral students. The best
basic science presentation was awarded to
Mahmood Khan, PhD for his presentation on
“Isolation and Characterization of Exosomes
Isolated from Human iPSC-derived
Cardiomyocytes for Myocardial Repair. The
best clinical research presentation was
awarded to Rebecca Cash, MPH for her
presentation: “EMS Education Program
Quality Predicts National Certification
Examination Pass Rates.”
The Department’s research group
continues to enjoy success in both basic

and clinical sciences. Mahmood Khan, PhD,
has received an NIH R01 grant to study
human iPSC-derived cardiac myocytes to
repair cardiac damage. The R01 is the most
prestigious grant provided by NIH. OSU is
now one of few EM departments in the U.S.
with R01 funding in both basic and clinical
science areas. Exciting new clinical trials
include an NIH-funded multicenter study
of vitamin D for prevention of mortality and
ARDS in critically ill patients (Tom Terndrup,
PI) and a study of IV cetirizine (Zyrtec)
for acute allergic reactions (Caterino,
PI). Ongoing NIH-funded studies include
improving diagnosis of UTI in geriatric
ED patients, methods to implement ED
suicide prevention, several acute stroke
studies, and ventilation strategies for acute
lung injury.
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In Memoriam: Linda A. Robinson, MD [1989]
We are sorry to report that Linda A.
Robinson, a graduate of both the OSU
College of Medicine and the OSU
Emergency Medicine Residency Program
has passed away after a hard-fought
battle with cancer. Linda started her career
at Case Western Reserve University
Hospital as an Instructor and AIRCARE
Flight Physician. She briefly returned
to our faculty as one of the founding
hyperbaric physicians before heading off
to Miami, FL where she worked and taught
at Jackson Memorial Hospital ED for more
than 20 years. While at Jackson, she
served as Associate Medical Director for
the Emergency Care Center and served
as an ABEM oral examiner. Besides being
a skilled emergency physician, Linda was
also an exceptional angler, competing
in and winning a number of high-profile
fishing tournaments. Linda ultimately lost
her 15 month battle with cancer on May
12, 2017. She is survived by her sister Ani
Patrick, husband Tom Robinson, numerous
family members, and the countless
medical professionals who were fortunate
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Linda A. Robinson

enough to have known and worked with
her over the years. Linda is remembered
by some of our department’s faculty:

R

Losing a role model, colleague, and friend
is always difficult, but losing Linda is
a loss for all of Emergency Medicine.
Linda was the first EM trained woman
that I ever met. I first encountered her
as a medical student at Case. As I came
onto my shift, I remember seeing Linda.
She was breathless as she told me about
the subarachnoid hemorrhage she had
independently intubated, placed an

arterial line, personally rolled over to CT,
and started pressure control, all in the
span of 15 minutes. Then she delivered
her trademark phrase: “Cool, huh?” I
was hooked. She was the first to spark
the thought “Hey, maybe I can do this,
and wouldn’t THAT be cool?” We kept in
touch, and I was inspired by her impact
on our field both in Cleveland and in
Miami. She was instrumental in pushing
for better education and care, and fighting
battles that others considered unwinnable.
Linda was a great person who always
shined, and a great friend. My husband and
I vacationed with Linda and her husband
Tom in Miami. We hung out in the evenings,
drinking wine and watching the alligator
in the canal behind their house. How many
of us open homes and hearts to former
medical students? Linda may have started
out as a powerful role model in Emergency
Medicine, but ended up as a power role
model in life for me, and for many others.
“The song is ended, but the melody
lingers on.” Irving Berlin.
– Diane Gorgas, MD

